REWITNESS.

1 SET 1/4 Rebar with 3" Brass Tag

96" Half Section

HISTORICAL: GLO -- W. P. Wright 1882 Pages 38 & 39

L. Jackson -- 1/13 -- F-41-45 MAP F-24-17

G. J. Pugh -- 1/4 -- F-40-58

W. S. Cook -- 1/20 -- B-218 (SHEET No. 7)

W. E. Anderson -- 1/47 -- B-97 -- Shows Subdivision of Sec. 17

W. E. Anderson -- 1/26 -- Field Notes -- BK 45 Page 67 & 68

BK 48 Page 8 shows 1/7.5 % & cor. Book 5 Page

FOUND:

GOOD

Bridge Spike Flush with Pavement

GOOD

4 x 4 x 48" WHITE Post with bearing top

Past bears 187° West of Corner

3 in open field 40° Spruce N 86° 28 W 55° 00

Remains at distance 24° Hemi S 88° 29 E 72° 18召开

BK 48 Pg 8

REWITNESS.

1/4 Rebar with 3" Brass Tag

96" Half Section

NEW ACCESSORY:

POWER Pole 127-B.E.

1 A Hemlock W 19° E 48° 30' 4 SIC BT CS

POWER Pole 206-B.E.

W 12° E 138° 30' Δ

Ed remains of 2 A Hemlock at 1588 E 74° feet -- Tree has fallen over

IN THE PRESENCE OF: George Urrey Gale Arthur

DATE: 4-21-70

PHOTO: SEC Nazhi Walsh, C.S.

Title:

COUNTY COMMISSION AFFIXED.